Implementing RFID at Leeds Met

What benefits does the introduction of radio frequency identification bring to students, staff and university, and what should you be looking for in a supplier? Helen Loughran and Dilys Young take us through the Leeds Met experience.

Self-service in the libraries at Leeds Metropolitan University was introduced in 2003. By the end of the 2004/05 academic year, around 70 per cent of routine circulation transactions were being carried out through self-service (excluding a/v materials which were not compatible with the hardware).

The main return on investment in self-service had been the release of staff time to help users operate the machines and to demonstrate the other benefits of self-service, e.g. placing holds and using the library catalogue effectively. This additional capacity had also enabled us to develop new services such as ‘meeting & greeting’ new students.

In 2005 several factors, including the push for longer hours and the need to enable short loans self-service overnight and during extended evening hours, and a wish to benefit from increased economies of scale, led us to review the technology. Radio frequency identification (RFID) had emerged as a new solution, providing increased throughput, ease of use for the customer and a range of enhancements as standard features. Providing this leading-edge technology in the Leeds Met Libraries would enhance their reputation and provide increased customer satisfaction.

After seeing RFID technology working at other universities a project team was formed to lead and steer the project. The process involved a number of site visits to university libraries at Leeds, Middlesex, Nottingham Trent and Hertfordshire as well as public libraries in Sutton and the specialist library at the Barbican. Members of the group also attended the CILIP RFID conference and a further seminar during 2005.

A tender document was drawn up with the university’s financial services unit and computing services, and with help from another university. The tender took place in the summer/autumn of 2005 attracting five responses, from which a shortlist of three was compiled. In January/February 2006 the three suppliers were invited on site to give a series of presentations to staff. These were evaluated by the project team, with input from the staff groups who completed evaluations at each presentation.

Return on investment
Two main criteria were used to undertake the return on investment analysis: fitness for purpose/value for money; and price.

The evaluation scores were weighted to reflect the relative importance of these main criteria (75 per cent/25 per cent).

In terms of fitness for purpose, the main criteria were the student experience (quick and easy-to-use interface, availability of self-payment and easy renewals), the interface with Sirsi Unicorn (without which interoperability the system would not be effective), phasing, security gates and tag data.

Additional considerations of value for money were benefits associated with the student experience, resource exploitation and enhancing the reputation of Leeds Met and its libraries.

Students needed access to a wider range of services during unstaffed opening hours, such as payment of charges. As well as giving additional features, RFID offers faster and more effective throughput of items. It also features intuitive touchscreens, leading to fewer errors in checking out and returning materials, and so fewer alarms at the security gates.

Shorter queues
The significant speeding up of self-service at Leeds Met has meant that students are queuing for shorter times, fewer machines are needed (thus reducing ongoing costs) and, as the percentage of self-service transactions has risen, more staff time has become available for other student-facing activities. Queues range from 5-20 seconds for returns
RFID represents state-of-the-art technology and employing it in the library service enhances the image of the university in what is a very competitive market.

We decided to tag stock at the shelves rather than move items to the counter. This involved loading the conversion software on to laptops which we could then connect to the wireless network on each floor of the libraries as the tagging progressed. The implementation plan identified the number of items which would need to be tagged on an hourly, daily and weekly basis, and staff worked long and hard throughout the hot summer to meet our target of around 350,000 items in four months. Everyone, from the head of department to vacation evening staff helped. We actually tagged 357,000 items in 16 weeks at the three libraries, the workforce supplemented only by two temporary staff at one library for the final three weeks to cover staff leave.

Staff training took place in early September and we went live with the student self-service stations at lunchtime on Saturday 16 September, just a day and a half before the new students arrived.

Student feedback

While staff were exhausted by the project, the feedback from students helped them realise their efforts had all been worthwhile. Comments such as ‘wicked’, ‘awesome’ and ‘really cool’ were common, and initial concerns about there not being enough machines (the increased throughput had meant we purchased one less machine for each library than we had had before) were soon dispelled as students got used to the new system, finding it both quicker and easier to use than the previous one.

Future developments

We look forward to working with D-Tech to develop the handheld device for stock management and exploitation, and are looking at options to introduce self-payment by card so that fines are no longer a barrier to self-service.

We are also examining whether we can integrate our short loan collections into the main sequence so that students can use all materials effectively. Finally we are considering self-pick-up of holds, currently a mediated service which is not available during our unstaffed, security-only opening times.

RFID technology has opened our eyes to a range of new ways of working and helped us provide services which students want and find effective and easy to use. We are very proud of what we’ve achieved and would be happy to share our experiences with others who want to visit us here at Leeds Met.
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